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* Researched and written by older women, for older women, to help us all look better, feel better,

and get more out of life.* 200+ pages with over 75 illustrated articles, shown in 4 sections: Looking

Good. Money. Health. Lifestyle.* Typical topics include: inside info on cosmetics, the financial costs

of late marriage, sex after menopause, and the best cruises for solo travelers. * Articles are packed

with information readers can trust--because we've done the necessary research and give you live

links for additional authoritative information.* Take one minute to scan the TABLE OF CONTENTS,

and you're likely to think, "Got to have it!"
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This book was extremely informative and easy to read while covering a wide variety of topics that

are invaluable for women in the over 55 category. Subjects such as life-life style advice, medical

and financial information, legal issues affecting older women, etc. were presented (using many

professional experts) in a lively, clear and knowledgeable manner. The style and tone of the writing

was helpful, and friendly and, happily amusing and yet always reliably professional and

authoritative. The book provided many valuable references which were easily accessible. I was



really surprised that this type of book could cover so much and still be so readable. It's the kind of

book that I (and all readers I would think) would refer tomany times over.

As a woman 60+, I thought I had a good handle on what I needed to know about financial decisions,

taking care of my aging skin, my aching back, my thinning hair, my expanding waist line, and of

course, deciphering the Medicare supplement alphabet. Each category, and there are dozens, can

be researched, downloaded and stored in files. I actually did have a few started and bought a two

drawer metal cabinet from Office Depot. I was very proud as I labelled the pendaflex folders: "Social

Security", "IRA", "Back Issues" and "Long Term Health Insurance". But then a friend told me about

the book called "What Women Over 55+ Need To Know from Lipstick to Living Wills" by

AskNelly.com.I was hooked. I gave my metal file away and have the book sitting on my coffee table

now. Marjorie Apel and Faith Evans have thought of everything. Not only that, it's well researched,

beautifully written and graphically pleasing. It's a treasure and the best gift you can receive or give

to yourself as you turn the ripe young age of fifty-five. Enjoy.

I LOVE this book! Marjorie Apel and Faith Evans have created a wonderful set of topics to inform

people like me -55+. I especially like the chapters titled Nutrition for Healthy Aging and More Bad

News About Diet Supplements. With all that's in the news about food supplements and health

problems of older women, I was thrilled to find a book with concise and easy to read articles on

these topics. It is very helpful and information. I highly recommend this book.

It's a current, lively, informative and entertaining read about every topic under the sun that is

important to us over 55ers. When we were choosing plans for Maedicare and Supplemental options,

it made more sense to me than any of the other literature that we read. It has validated many of the

opinions that I've had about over the counter supplements and prescription drugs in general.

Thanks to Faith and her Team for a valuable tool for us Boomers!

This book is filled with useful information for the older woman. It is clearly written and well organized

in a wide range of topics. What a fine accomplishment by the authors to have created such a

valuable resource, now available to easily and intelligently fill the information void for women of any

age. Anyone, required to make decisions every day on a broad spectrum of complicated subjects,

will treasure this book.



well written, easy to understand. Filled with practical information, backed by experts in their

particular area which gives confidence inwhat's being written.Found this very helpful in looking up

information in fields I'm not familiar with. A very handy reference guide

This book is filled with useful information for older women. I found the chapters on exercise and

financial matters particularly informative. The book is clearly written and well organized. I could have

done without the chapters on pets, but I'm sure other people will like them very much.

Pleasant and informative reading. Offers older women pointers and resources to answer the

questions and concerns of women over 55 years of age, and includes a bonus bit of fun.
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